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Hello every one. 

Ever heard the song by Black Men United titled; 'You will know'? 

https://youtu.be/dv3l2eyTsn0

Black Men United - You Will Know

It is to some of the key words in this inspiring song that we at LR owe the reference for

our message this December. 

When I was a young boy
I had visions of fame
They were wild and they were free
They were blessed with my name

And then I grew older
And I saw what's to see

http://lorettareveals.org/
https://youtu.be/dv3l2eyTsn0
https://youtu.be/dv3l2eyTsn0


That the world is full of pain
And my dreams they left me

And then I got stronger
Inside of the pain
That's when I picked up the pieces
And I regained my name

November came and so did many well-laid plans at LR for the end of year activities.

Plans were being synthesized for the coming year as well.  Then like a bolt from the

blues, came the many unexpected.  A good number of our team members at the

borderless inspirational space had a fair share of the world's pain in quick succession.

But like Black Men United stated, then we got stronger inside of the pain, that's
when we picked up the pieces and we regained our name. 
We sure are back now, bigger, better and stronger poised to make your experiences

here better than ever before.

We have all made it to December 2016. The year has flown past quickly with so many

life changing events and memories embedded in it. What were your ups? What were the

downs? What are the pains? What are the successes?

Give thanks for the success, great or small. Get stronger and surmount the pains then

move on. Keep moving. It is not a crime if thoughts creep into our minds to quit. However,

the key is to summon the inner strength that lies within everyone of us to keep forging

ahead despite the pain, fall or set back. 

The last year has been a kaleidoscope of all things inspirational on LR. 



2017 is going to be better on LR, which is the space you need to be. So stick with us on

this journey as this is the one place where inspiring stories of varied individuals in

different walks of life makes one realize that nothing is impossible. We often do not see

how many times great people fall or fail and how many flops and losses happen along

the way. The Loretta Reveals Team brings to the fore the determination, the focus and

hard work of these individuals - it is the platform that exposes the "iceberg nature of

success". 

As you stay with us for your regular doses of all things motivational, we wish you a

merry Christmas and a fulfilling new year. Do not forget, now is when to pick up the

pieces and regain our names, and work our way to our dreams just like Black Men

United stated. See you in January 2017.
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